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Rosenberg Associates and Rampe Consulting Announce Merger 
Expanded team and consulting services to better serve the CPA industry 
 

CHICAGO, Ill. and GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. – Apr. 25, 2022 – The Rosenberg Associates and Rampe 
Consulting are pleased to announce their merger after collaborating closely for the past five years. The 
company will now be known as Rosenberg Associates.  

“I am thrilled to be uniting with Rampe Consulting,” said Marc Rosenberg, founder and Managing 
Partner of Rosenberg Associates. “We’ve worked closely together for several years, during which time 
I’ve witnessed first-hand how Kristen and the four-member team at Rampe Consulting have 
enthusiastically embraced and absorbed the CPA firm consulting philosophy and methods I have honed 
for twenty years. I’m equally excited to add new services such as leadership development, professional 
coaching and human resources consulting. These new services – and the experts from Rampe Consulting 
who provide them – will greatly enhance our ability to meet our clients’ needs.” 

Managing Partner Kristen Rampe, CPA, said, “Our focus, as we merge these two incredible firms, is to 
continue to provide innovative, proprietary consulting services to CPA firms across North America. We 
are excited to continue our partnerships with CPA firm leaders, future leaders and the CPA industry as a 
whole. Marc has created incredible resources for firms over the years, and we are honored to become 
part of Rosenberg Associates, so that we can provide consulting services to CPA firms for generations to 
come.” 

To learn more about Rosenberg Associates, please visit www.rosenbergassoc.com.  

About Rosenberg Associates 

Rosenberg Associates helps small- to mid-sized CPA firms succeed in running their firms. Through 
practice management consulting, merger work, partner coaching, partner roundtables and leadership 
development programs, we enable partners and professionals to have successful careers that leave a 
lasting legacy. For more information please visit www.rosenbergassoc.com. 
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